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PURPOSE. Exposure to short-wavelength light influences refractive development and
inhibits myopic development in many animal models. Retinal mechanisms underlying this
response remain unknown. This study used a mouse model of lens-induced myopia to
evaluate the effect of different wavelength light on refractive development and dopamine
levels in the retina. A possible retinal pathway is tested using a mutant mouse with
dysfunctional cones.

METHODS. Wild-type C57BL/6J (WT) and ALS/LtJ/Gnat2cpfl3 (Gnat2−/−) mice were
exposed to one of three different light conditions beginning at postnatal day 28: broad-
spectrum “white” (420-680 nm), medium wavelength “green” (525 ± 40 nm), and short
wavelength “violet” (400 ± 20 nm). One-half of the mice received hyperopic lens defo-
cus. All mice were exposed to the light for 4 weeks; animals were measured weekly for
refractive error and axial parameters. Retinal dopamine and the dopamine metabolite
3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid were measured by HPLC.

RESULTS. In WT mice, short-wavelength violet light induced hyperopia and violet light
inhibited lens-induced myopia when compared with mice exposed to white light. Hyper-
opia could be attributed to shallower vitreous chambers in WT animals. There were no
changes in the levels of dopamine or its metabolite. In Gnat2−/− mice, violet light did
not induce hyperopia or inhibit lens-induced myopia.

CONCLUSIONS. These findings show that short-wavelength light slows refractive eye growth,
producing hyperopic responses in mice and inhibiting lens-induced myopia. The lack of
inhibition in mice with dysfunctional cones suggests that cone signaling plays a role in
the hyperopic response to short-wavelength (violet) light.
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Myopia, one of the most prominent visual disorders in
the world, is characterized by a mismatch between the

optical power of the eye and its axial length, such that light
is focused in front of the retina.1 Experimental evidence
suggests that early visual experiences influence the devel-
opment of myopia.2 For instance, bright, outdoor light expo-
sure in children can be protective against myopia.3–5 Simi-
larly, high ambient lighting has slowed the progression of
myopia in animal models of myopia.6

While outdoor sunlight has higher luminance levels, it
also has a different spectral composition when compared to
typical indoor lighting; outdoor sunlight has more intense
short-wavelength radiation.7,8 Monochromatic wavelengths
have been of interest in refractive eye growth because of the
known aberrations created by the eye in response to differ-
ent wavelengths.9–11 Specifically, the longitudinal chromatic
aberrations (LCA) created by the eye result in wavelength-
dependent focal planes, such that long wavelengths focus
behind the retina and short wavelengths focus in front of
the retina. Evidence suggests that the difference in focal
planes is significant enough to affect accommodation and

emmetropization.12–15 However, the mechanisms by which
LCA affects emmetropization are still unknown.

Experimentally, animal models exposed to monochro-
matic light show variable results. Rhesus monkeys16,17

and tree shrews18 developed hyperopic responses when
exposed to long-wavelength red light. In contrast, chick-
ens13,19,20, fish21,22, and guinea pigs23–26 became hyperopic
with short-wavelength light exposure. Furthermore, chicks27

and guinea pigs28 were protected against lens-induced
myopia (LIM) when exposed to short wavelength violet and
blue light, respectively. Elevated levels of dopamine (DA)
in the retina are related to the inhibition of myopic growth
during refractive development.29,30 Recent evidence in chick-
ens suggests that DA levels increase in response to short-
wavelength light, even when form deprivation is applied.31

These results suggest that wavelength cues are influential
on refractive development and that short-wavelength light
may be protective against myopic growth through increased
dopamine levels.

Determining how the mammalian eye responds to
wavelength cues is important to understanding retinal
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mechanisms that may be similar to that of the human
eye. Of the animal models examined, guinea pigs are
the only mammal that have shown protection against LIM
with short-wavelength light.28 Another mammalian model
of myopia, the mouse, has not been characterized under
similar monochromatic conditions. Guinea pigs and mice
are dichromatic, but unlike the guinea pig with a maxi-
mum sensitivity between 429 and 529 nm32, the mouse retina
contains both UV- and medium wavelength-sensitive cones
(365 and 508 nm peak sensitivity, respectively).33–35 Despite
differences in spectral sensitivity, the structure and signaling
pathways of the mouse retina closely resemble the human
retina. A study using wavefront sensing to characterize the
chromatic aberrations created by the mouse eye estimated
that roughly 10 diopters (D) of chromatic aberrations exist
between 360 and 600 nm light.36 The magnitude of this
difference in the mouse eye suggests that refractive growth
would be affected by monochromatic light exposure. The
mouse also offers the opportunity to probe certain signaling
pathways through genetic manipulation, which can provide
evidence for the involvement of mechanisms that may under-
lie the mammalian response to LCA. In this study, we exam-
ined the refractive development and effect of lens defocus
on wild-type (WT) mice after exposure to monochromatic
lighting. To examine the potential underlying mechanisms,
we measured retinal DA and tested the contribution of reti-
nal cone pathways by examining mice that lacked functional
cones.

METHODS

Animals and Housing

The animals used in this study were age-matched male and
female WT C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor,
ME) (n = 44) and ALS/LtJ/Gnat2cpfl3 (Gnat2−/−) mice (Jack-
son Laboratory) on a C57BL/6J background (n = 49). An in-
house breeding colony of each strain was maintained at the
Atlanta Department of Veterans Affairs Healthcare System.
Gnat2−/− mice have a missense mutation that affects the
α-subunit of transducin in cone photoreceptors, effectively
preventing the phototransduction cascade within cones.37

The dysfunctional cone responses to light have been demon-
strated by poor photopic ERG responses by three weeks of
age.37,38

At postnatal day 28 (P28), mice were transferred in a
random fashion from standard fluorescent lighting to one
of three custom, ventilated light boxes with light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) of different wavelengths. All lights were on
a 12:12 hour light:dark cycle. The three different LED light
conditions used were: broad-spectrum “white” (420-680 nm),
medium-wavelength “green” (525 ± 40 nm), and short-
wavelength “violet” (400 ± 20 nm) (NFLS-X3-LC2; Super
Bright LEDs Inc., St. Louis, MO) (Fig. 1). The treatment
group names of these wavelengths do not indicate that these
are the colors that the mice perceive. Light intensity was
standardized across the different LEDs to approximately 50
candela/m2 from the bottom of the cage as measured with
an Exemplar Smart CCD Spectrometer (B&W Tek, Newark,
DE). Wavelengths were chosen based on the photosensitiv-
ity of the mouse retina which peaks at 365 and 508 nm
(Fig. 1),38–40 and the selected light intensity likely involved
both rod and cone input.6,41 Cages had wire tops with water
and standard mouse chow ad libitum; food was placed on
the cage floor to prevent excess shadows. Animal well-being

FIGURE 1. Wavelength spectrums and cone pigment absorbance.
Relative wavelength spectrums for the monochromatic ambient light
in which animals were housed and photopigment absorbance of the
mouse UV and medium-wavelength sensitive cone photoreceptors
(dotted lines). Cone absorbance based on Jacobs and Williams.40

was checked daily. All procedures were approved by the
Atlanta Veterans Affairs Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee and conformed to the ARVO Statement for the
Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research.

Refractive Development and Lens Defocus

At P28, before monochromatic light exposure, animals
underwent baseline measurements for refractive error and
ocular biometry, as previously described.42–44 In a dark
room, eyes were dilated with 1% tropicamide and animals
were anesthetized with ketamine (80 mg/kg) and xylazine
(16 mg/kg). Refractive error was measured using a custom-
made, automated photorefractor.45 Animals were not used
if the difference in refraction between their two eyes was
greater than 2.5 D (<5% of mice tested at baseline).

Immediately after refractions, the corneal radius of curva-
ture was measured using an automated and customized
keratometer.46,47 Subsequently, axial parameters were
obtained using a Bioptigen Envisu 4300 System (SD-OCT;
Leica, Buffalo Grove, IL).48

Following all baseline ocular measurements, a subset
of mice underwent surgery (WT n = 17, Gnat2−/− n =
21)48,49 to fasten a head pedestal to the skull and subject
the right eye (OD) to hyperopic lens defocus using a trans-
parent, -10 D lens (X-Cel Specialty Contact, Duluth, GA). To
reverse the effects of anesthesia, all mice received atipame-
zole (1 mg/kg) (Antisedian; Zoetis Services LLC, Parsippany,
NJ). Sterile saline eye drops were applied to prevent corneal
dehydration and animals were placed on a heating pad for
recovery. Compliance with lens placement and ocular health
was monitored daily; animals with poor compliance (n = 4)
or ocular health (n = 3) were excluded from further analysis,
which resulted in loss of data at later timepoints.44

Retinal Dopamine Turnover

Animals were sacrificed via cervical dislocation approxi-
mately 48 hours after the final ocular measurements were
taken to eliminate any effect of anesthesia. Levels of retinal
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DA and 3,4-Dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC), a metabo-
lite of DA,50 were determined by collecting retinas between
4 to 6 hours after light onset on the day of sacrifice. Retinas
were extracted under dim red light, immediately frozen on
dry ice, and stored at -80°C. The retinas were then processed
as previously described.51 Briefly, 0.1M perchloric acid was
added to homogenized samples which were then filtered to
remove debris. Supernatant was used to detect monoamine
content with HPLC. For HPLC, an ESA 5600A CoulArray
detection system was used. Separations were performed at
28 to 30°C using an MD-150 × 3.2 mm C18 column. The
mobile phase consisted of 1.4 to 1.7 mM 1-octanesulfonic
acid sodium, 75 mM NaH2PO4, 0.025% triethylamine, and
8% acetonitrile at pH 2.93-3.0. 20 μL of sample was injected.
The analytes were identified by matching the retention time
to known standards (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO).
Compounds were quantified by comparing peak areas with
those of standards.

Statistical Analyses

The right eye of mice that were not lens-treated and
both eyes of the mice with lens defocus (lens-treated
and contralateral) were analyzed here. Data collected with
SD-OCT was obtained by using a custom-made MATLAB
program (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) to measure
ocular structures offline. Longitudinal data obtained from
the photorefractor, keratometer, and SD-OCT were analyzed
with repeated measures two-way ANOVAs (SigmaPlot, Systat
Software, Inc., Chicago, IL). Data from a single timepoint
was analyzed using either one- or two-way ANOVAs. For all
calculations, Holm-Sidak post-hoc procedures were used to
make pairwise comparisons. All data are represented as the
mean ± SEM.

RESULTS

Short-Wavelength (Violet) Light Exposure
Induced Hyperopic Refractions in WT Mice

The refractive error of WT mice exposed to monochromatic
violet light was significantly hyperopic compared with white
light controls beginning at P42 and lasting until the end of
the experiment at P56 (at P56 Violet: 7.00 ± 0.34 D, White:
4.67 ± 0.18 D, repeated two-way ANOVA interaction effect,
F(8,132) = 4.14, P < 0.001, post-hoc: P < 0.001, Fig. 2A). In
contrast, the refractions of mice housed in green light were
not different from mice in white light across all timepoints
(Fig. 2A). There were no significant differences in vitreous
chamber depth or axial length between groups, as shown
in Figure 2B and 2C, respectively, or other optical parameters
such as corneal curvature and anterior chamber depth (see
Supplementary Table S1).

Violet Light Exposure Had Protective Effects on
Lens-Induced Myopia

Although all WT eyes treated with lens defocus became
significantly more myopic than the contralateral eye in all
light conditions, the magnitude of the response was depen-
dent on spectral composition. Under white light, lens-treated
eyes became significantly more myopic than contralat-
eral eyes across age (repeated two-way ANOVA interaction
effect, F(4,49) = 9.21, P < 0.001, Fig. 3A), beginning at
P35 (lens: −0.70 ± 1.0 D, contralateral: 2.59 ± 0.45 D,

FIGURE 2. Refractive development of WT mice housed under three
light conditions. (A) Violet light exposure significantly increased
the degree of hyperopia after 1 week (repeated two-way ANOVA
light by age interaction, F(8,132) = 4.14, P < 0.001). (B) There
were no significant differences in vitreous chamber depth among
the different light exposure groups (two-way repeated measures
ANOVA main effect of light, F(2,132) = 0.6, P = 0.78). (C) There
were no significant differences in axial length among the different
light exposure groups (two-way repeated measures ANOVA main
effect of light, F(2,132) = 0.2, P = 0.82). Post hoc comparisons
are indicated by asterisks at each timepoint: *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01;
***P < 0.001. Asterisk color indicates comparisons with respective
light group. Data displayed as mean ± SEM.
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FIGURE 3. The eyes of WT mice in response to lens defocus under the three light conditions through four weeks of treatment. (A) Under
white light, the refractive error of lens treated eyes was significantly myopic when compared to the contralateral eye beginning at P35 (two-
way repeated measures ANOVA treatment by age interaction, F(4,49) = 9.21, P < 0.001). (B) Under green light, the refractive error of lens
treated eyes was significantly myopic when compared to the contralateral eye (two-way repeated measures ANOVA main effect of treatment,
F(1,46) = 218.94, P < 0.001). (C) Under violet light, the refractive error of lens treated eyes was significantly myopic when compared to
the contralateral eye beginning at P42 (two-way repeated measures ANOVA treatment by age interaction, F(4,58) = 5.42, P < 0.001). (D)
Mice exposed to violet light demonstrated a significant reduction in the average refractive shift at P56 (OD-OS) compared to the white-light
group (one-way ANOVA, F(2,15) = 8.52, P = 0.004). Post hoc comparisons are indicated by asterisks at each timepoint: *P < 0.05; **P <

0.01; ***P < 0.001. Data displayed as mean ± SEM.

P < 0.001). Under green light, the lens-treated eye devel-
oped a more negative refractive error compared with the
contralateral eye but did not reach a myopic refractive error
(repeated two-way ANOVA main effect of treatment, F(1,46)
= 218.94, P < 0.001, at P42 lens: 0.35 ± 1.06, contralateral:
3.58 ± 0.47, Fig. 3B). A similar effect was observed in lens-
treated eyes under violet light with significant differences
at P42 (lens: 2.19 ± 0.39 D, contralateral: 3.80 ± 0.98 D;
repeated two-way ANOVA treatment by age interaction,
F(4,58) = 5.42, P < 0.001, post hoc: P < 0.05, Fig. 3C). To
directly compare the effect of light wavelength on LIM in WT
animals, the refractive shift (lens-treated – contralateral) of
the animals was compared at the final timepoint, P56. The
refractive shift of mice exposed to violet light was signifi-
cantly smaller when compared with mice exposed to white
light (violet: −2.47 ± 0.63 D, white: −5.72 ± 0.47 D; two-
way ANOVA, F(2,15) = 8.52, P = 0.004, Fig. 3D). There were
no significant differences in the other ocular parameters of
lens-treated WT mice across time regardless of light condi-
tion (see Supplementary Table S1).

Dopamine Levels Were Unchanged by Spectral
Exposure

In WT control and lens-treated animals, there were no signif-
icant differences in dopamine levels within the retina result-
ing from light or lens treatment (Fig. 4A). Furthermore,
DOPAC, one of the primary metabolites of DA, did not

demonstrate any significant differences due to treatments
(Fig. 4B). Last, the DOPAC/DA ratio, an indicator of DA
turnover, was not significantly different between groups
(Fig. 4C).

Violet Light Exposure Does Not Induce Hyperopic
Refractions in Gnat2−/− Mice

Gnat2−/− animals with an absence of cone function did
not develop increased levels of hyperopia when housed in
violet light (violet: 1.81 ± 0.25 D). Gnat2−/− mice exposed
to violet light had the same refractive errors with develop-
ment as Gnat2−/− mice housed under green light (green:
2.57 ± 0.37 D). Unexpectedly, Gnat2−/− mice exposed
to white light demonstrated significant myopic refractive
changes after the first week of light treatment (at P35, white:
−0.42 ± 0.72 D; repeated two-way ANOVA light by age inter-
action, F(8,131)=5.83, P< 0.001, post-hoc: P< 0.05, Fig. 5A).
By P49, there were no significant differences in refrac-
tive errors between any light group. (See Supplementary
Table S2 for additional ocular measurements.) The refractive
error of Gnat2−/− mice was significantly lower than WTmice
exposed to the same lighting conditions (two-way ANOVA
main effect of strain, F(1,51) = 123.23, P < 0.001, Fig. 5B).
Additionally, violet light did not induce increased levels of
hyperopia in control Gnat2−/− mice as was demonstrated in
the WT mice.
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FIGURE 4. DA and DOPAC data obtained through HPLC from
control and lens-treated WT retinas at P58. There were no significant
differences between groups with respect to (A) dopamine levels, (B)
DOPAC levels, or (C) the DOPAC/DA ratio, indicating DA turnover
in the retina. Data displayed as mean ± SEM.

Retinal Cone Pathways Required for the
Protective Effects of Violet Light on Myopia

Loss of cone function also prevented the protective effects
of violet light on LIM. Gnat2−/− lens-treated eyes devel-
oped the same magnitude of myopia under each light condi-
tion. Under white light, lens-treated eyes became signifi-

cantly myopic after one week of lens defocus (contralat-
eral: −0.20 ± 0.78 D, lens: −3.40 ± 1.16 D; repeated two-
way ANOVA interaction effect, F(4,37) = 4.76, P = 0.021,
post hoc: P < 0.05, Fig. 5C). Under green light, lens-treated
eyes became significantly myopic after 1 week of defo-
cus (contralateral: 1.97 ± 0.31 D, lens: −1.13 ± 0.20 D;
repeated two-way ANOVA interaction effect, F(4,49) = 22.15,
P < 0.001, post hoc: P < 0.001, Fig. 5D) and the differ-
ence persisted until the final timepoint. Similarly, when
exposed to violet light, lens-treated eyes became signifi-
cantly myopic beginning one week after defocus (contralat-
eral: 2.30 ± 0.32 D, lens: 0.65 ± 0.70 D; repeated two-way
ANOVA interaction effect, F(4,66) = 8.07, P < 0.001, post
hoc: P < 0.05, Fig. 5E) and also lasted until the final time-
point.

At the final timepoint, P56, there were no differences in
the amount of refractive shift among lens-treated Gnat2−/−

mice regardless of light condition. Additionally, violet light
exposure did not induce a protective effect in Gnat2−/−

mice compared to WT mice (Gnat2−/−: −5.21 ± 0.88 D;
WT: −2.47 ± 0.63 D; two-way ANOVA, F(2,31) = 3.44,
P = 0.047, Fig. 5F).

Evidence for Longer Axial Lengths in
Lens-Treated Mice With Significant Myopic Shifts

To further examine axial change in mice undergoing exper-
imental myopia, we plotted refractive error versus axial
length across all ages. In WT and Gnat2−/− mice without
lens treatment housed in all three light conditions, more
hyperopic refractive errors were significantly correlated with
longer axial length (r2 = 0.47-0.60, P < 0.001 for WT mice
and r2 = 0.13-0.31, P < 0.05 for Gnat2−/− mice, Fig. 6A
and B). These positive correlations can be explained by
normal murine eye development across age in which refrac-
tive errors became more hyperopic as the eye became larger
(longer axial length; see Fig. 2). In contrast, lens defocus
produced negative correlations in LIM mice that developed
≥4 D myopic shift. WT LIM mice housed in white light had
more myopic refractions that significantly correlated with
longer axial length (r2 = 0.36, P < 0.001, Fig. 6C). Likewise,
Gnat2−/− LIM mice housed in all three lighting conditions
showed more myopic refractions that correlated with longer
axial length (r2 = 0.32-0.58, P< 0.002).WT LIM mice housed
in green or violet light, with comparably smaller myopic
shifts (see Fig. 5D), had linear regressions closer to zero.

DISCUSSION

Our study demonstrates the importance of spectral cues on
murine refractive development, specifically the hyperopic
effects of narrow-band, short-wavelength light exposure.
Exposure to short-wavelength violet light also significantly
reduced the myopic shift of eyes treated with lens defocus.
These data suggest that short-wavelength light may protect
against myopic growth in the mouse eye, potentially through
a mechanism related to LCA, where short wavelengths focus
in front of the retina to slow eye growth. Furthermore,
Gnat2−/− mice with nonfunctional cones lacked the effects
induced by short-wavelength light observed in WT mice,
suggesting that cone pathways may be playing a role in the
detection of monochromatic light and signaling of refrac-
tive eye growth. WT mice were partially protected from LIM
when exposed to short-wavelength light, whereas Gnat2−/−
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FIGURE 5. Loss of cone function in Gnat2−/− mice eliminated the effects of violet light. (A) Gnat2−/− mice exposed to white light
were significantly more myopic than mice housed in monochromatic light at P35 and P42 (repeated two-way ANOVA interaction effect,
F(8,131) = 5.83, P < 0.001). (B) Comparison of the refractive error of control WT and Gnat2−/− mice at P56; Gnat2−/- mice had signifi-
cantly lower refractive errors across light groups compared to WT mice (two-way ANOVA main effect of strain, F(1,51) = 123.23, P < 0.001).
(C) Gnat2−/− lens-treated eyes exposed to white light were significantly more myopic than contralateral eyes (repeated two-way ANOVA
interaction effect, F(4,37) = 4.76, P = 0.021). (D) Gnat2−/− lens-treated eyes exposed to green light were significantly more myopic than
contralateral eyes (two-way repeated measures ANOVA treatment by age interaction, F(4,49) = 22.15, P < 0.001). (E) Gnat2−/− lens-treated
eyes exposed to violet light were significantly more myopic than contralateral eyes (repeated two-way ANOVA interaction effect, F(4,66) =
8.07, P < 0.001). (F) Comparison of the refractive shift of lens-treated WT and Gnat2−/− mice at P56; WT mice have a significantly reduced
refractive shift compared to Gnat2−/− mice when exposed to violet light (two-way ANOVA strain by light interaction, F(2,31) = 3.44, P =
0.047). Post hoc comparisons are indicated by asterisks at each timepoint: *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001. Asterisk color corresponds with respective
light group. Data displayed as mean ± SEM.
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FIGURE 6. WT and Gnat2−/− mice with lens defocus show significant correlations with axial elongation and myopic refractions. (A) WT and
(B) Gnat2−/− mice without lens defocus showed significant positive correlation for axial length versus refractive error across all ages tested.
These trends can be explained by the normal developmental growth of the eye while the refractive error became more hyperopic with
age. (C) WT LIM mice housed in white light showed a significant negative correlation such that longer axial lengths correlated with more
myopic refractions. In contrast, WT LIM mice housed in green or violet light did not have significant correlations between axial length and
refractive error. Thus, treatment groups with the largest myopic shift (white light) showed the greatest correlations between axial elongation
and refractive error. (D) Likewise, in Gnat2−/− LIM mice, all light group showed significant negative correlations and large myopic shifts.

mice exposed to short-wavelength light and LIM were not
different than broad-spectrum white light-exposed animals.

The murine model of myopia has not been previously
used to test the effects of monochromatic lighting on refrac-
tive development and myopia susceptibility. As a dichro-
mat that is maximally sensitive to wavelengths of approx-
imately 360 nm to 510 nm39,52, the spectral sensitivity of the
mouse is unlike that of primates,39,53 but the retinal circuitry
is similar. The properties of LCA in the mouse eye36 allow
for different monochromatic lights to influence refractive
growth in a wavelength dependent manner. Within 2 weeks,
short-wavelength light significantly altered the refractive
development of WT mice. WT mice became more hyper-
opic in response to short-wavelength light exposure. The
UV- and M-cones of the mouse would be responsive to the
short-wavelength light used in this study (see Fig. 1).33,34,39

The refractive development of mice exposed to medium-
wavelength and broad-spectrum white light are not signifi-
cantly different. This may be explained by the fact that both
light sources are likely to activate M-cone and rod path-
ways.38,52

The main optical parameters that changed in direct rela-
tion to the refractive error of the mice was axial length. In

the present study, axial length was found to negatively corre-
late with refractive error in mice that developed significant
myopic shifts such that more myopic refractive errors were
associated with longer axial lengths (Fig. 6). Axial elongation
is a hallmark of myopia2 that is often undetectable in the
mouse model of myopia when making direct comparisons
of axial length between myopic and nonmyopic eyes.48 This
is likely due to the sensitivity needed to measure ∼5 μm
difference in axial length for each 1 D of refractive shift.47,48

While all LIM eyes showed a change in linear regression
slope from the control eyes, only groups with larger myopic
shifts showed a significant negative slope (Fig. 6). Other
ocular parameters were measured, but they were not signifi-
cantly different between light conditions and do not further
explain the differences in refraction.

Furthermore, short-wavelength light was found to be
protective against LIM in WT mice. Lens-treated eyes became
significantly more myopic than the contralateral eyes, but the
magnitude of the refractive shift was different across spectral
conditions. Here, animals in short-wavelength light demon-
strated a significantly reduced refractive shift compared to
animals in broad-spectrum white light. Previous studies in
guinea pigs and chicks have also provided evidence that
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short-wavelength light reduced the severity of experimen-
tal myopia.27,28,31 Although the wavelengths of light in these
studies vary, it is clear that relatively shorter wavelengths
can protect against LIM. This protection could likely be due
to the interaction of the lens treatment and the short wave-
length light that refracts to a greater degree upon transmis-
sion, altering the focal plane to a more anterior position and
potentially slowing refractive eye growth. It is also notewor-
thy that the broad-spectrum white light used here did not
contain wavelengths less than ∼415 nm and did not promote
antimyopigenic signals in the eye. More research is needed
to determine if a broader spectrum stimulus that included
UV wavelengths would provide some protection compared
with monochromatic light.

In this study, there were no differences in the dopamine
or DOPAC content of the retina. In contrast, chicks exposed
to monochromatic short wavelength light with lens defo-
cus showed less myopia and a significant increase in DA
release.31 However, the significant changes in DA were found
in a much shorter exposure time to the light (30 minutes-5
days). After 4 weeks of light exposure used in this study, it is
possible that DA and DOPAC levels returned to a normalized
level because of homeostasis. Future studies could evaluate
the effect of monochromatic light exposure on dopamine
activity immediately after light exposure or increase the
sample size to detect persistent changes in DA levels.

Prior to this study, it was unclear which photoreceptor
type may contribute to the protective effects of violet light.
By using Gnat2−/− animals we showed that mice exposed
to short-wavelength light lacked the hyperopic increase
under normal visual conditions and did not show a reduced
response to lens defocus. These findings indicate that UV-
cones in the circuitry of the mouse retina could under-
lie the protection from short-wavelength light. Interestingly,
Gnat2−/− mice under short-wavelength light did respond
to the lens defocus, indicating that the retina could detect
blur. One study has shown that the rods of Gnat2−/− mice
become sensitive to UV-A light, which could be one possi-
ble explanation for the detection of defocus.38 In addition,
although more sensitive to blue light, it is possible that
melanopsin (Opn4)54 or neuropsin (Opn5)55,56 could also
detect the violet light used. Furthermore, there is evidence
that melanopsin is involved in the refractive development
of the mouse eye.57 Additional studies could explore the
contributions of these other photoreceptor types as well as
UV-cones specifically for their contributions to the effects of
violet light on refractive eye growth.

Gnat2−/− mice have recently been reported to have simi-
lar refractive development across age and an increased
response to form deprivation compared to age-matched WT
mice.58 This study found Gnat2−/− mice to have significantly
less hyperopia than WT controls (Fig. 5B). These differences
may be due to the chromatic spectrum of fluorescent light-
ing (spectral peaks at 430, 545, and 610 nm with 70% of
the spectral power greater than 530 nm59) compared with
the white LED light source (420-680 nm) used in this study.
Furthermore, Gnat2−/− mice were found to have increased
susceptibility to form deprivation compared with WT mice.58

In this study, Gnat2−/− mice had a similar response to LIM
in all three lighting conditions, departing from the response
from WT mice that showed reduced LIM under violet light
(Fig. 5F). Further research is needed to determine if these
differences reveal that cone pathways are modulating refrac-
tive development differentially, depending on illumination
levels and the type of myopigenic stimuli.

The data presented demonstrate important findings
related to refractive development and monochromatic light
exposure but must be interpreted with limitations in mind.
Refractions from the small mouse eye are likely not the
absolute refractive error of the eye due to the small eye
artifact.47,60 However, since the same method was used to
measure refractive error across all groups, the values can be
relatively compared. In addition, the peak spectral output
of the short-wavelength light source used here is not equal
to the peak sensitivity of the UV-cone. Similarly, the rela-
tive intensity of the monochromatic light sources used were
calibrated in relation to the intensity of the broad-spectrum
white light control. The monochromatic light conditions
would likely activate the expected cone photoreceptors but
not equally due to differences in the cell number of M- and
UV-cones and the increased spectral sensitivity of UV- versus
M-cones (Fig. 1). Additionally, other photosensitive cells in
the retina with overlapping spectral sensitivities cannot be
ruled out and should be investigated further with additional
mutant mouse models. Therefore, a proposed retinal path-
way of protection from LIM using short-wavelength light
should be interpreted with caution until photoreceptor acti-
vation is better controlled.

In conclusion, short-wavelength light induced hyperopia
in wild-type mouse eyes with normal vision. Additionally,
short-wavelength light attenuated myopic shifts in wild-type
mice with lens defocus relative to broad-spectrum white
light. Using a mouse model with cone dysfunction, we
found that the effects of short-wavelength light were dimin-
ished in both normal-vision animals as well as animals
treated with lens defocus. Future studies are needed to
understand the role of short-wavelength sensitive cones in
mouse myopia research, as well as the role of other reti-
nal signaling mechanisms in the interpretation of chromatic
blur.
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